R-1020
924/ 944/ 968 HARNESS GUIDE BAR
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Note: This harness guide bar is designed to fit Porsche 924/ 944/ 968 models. Cabriolet. This bar is designed to be a harness guide
bar, do not mount the harness directly to this bar.

Step 1.

Remove both shoulder strap "D" rings. Do this by unsnapping the plastic escutcheon on each "D" ring to expose the
mounting bolt. Remove the bolt, "D" ring and washer/ washers together because they will be re-attached the same way
they came off.

Step 2.

Remove the support rod & support rod bracket from the harness guide bar.

Step 3.

Position the guide bar between the pillars, lining up the "D" ring mounting holes with the holes in the harness guide bar.

Step 4.

Reinstall the "D" rings and their mounting hardware. Torque bolts to factory specifications. Reinstall escutcheons.

Step. 5.

Unscrew the plastic plugs located behind each side window. This exposes mounting points similar to the ones used for the
front shoulder strap "D" ring.

Step 6.

Install the support rod brackets using the supplied bolts & washers. Thread the bolts in finger tight.

Step 7.

Attach the support rod to the main tube. Adjust the rod length by holding the free rod end and turning the rod. Adjust until
the fastener slides freely through the tabs on the main tube and the rod end.

Step 8.

Tighten support rod bracket mounting bolts.

Step 9.

Tighten support rod mounting bolts & jam nuts.(Note: never use this harness guide bar without the support rods installed.

Performance driving events are by nature potentially hazardous to your health. Brey~Krause Mfg. Co. Inc. shall not be liable for
injury, consequential, or other types of damages resulting from the use or misuse of our products. Proper installation of these parts
is critical and should only be done by a professional shop.

* ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT
Note: Factory hardware
varies from year to year. The
orientation shown may not
match yours. Reinstall original
hardware the way it came off.

